The joy of reading
Books are full of knowledge and experiences and we believe that more reading makes a better world. Our vision is to encourage the joy of reading by exploring the opportunities of digitization.

BookBites introduces the advantages of physical books in a digital context to create a strong digital reading experience. The use of data enriches readers with new insights about reading patterns and behaviour.
BookBites inspires a whole new mindset toward digital reading

The unique format of the book seems to get lost when books become digital. With the two-dimensional standard e-book, it’s difficult to keep track of what has been read - the reading experience lacks tactility, sense of perspective and emphasis on reader-friendliness.

By rethinking the digital reading experience, BookBites offers new possibilities into the process of reading that have never been seen before. We bring back the format of the physical book for the digital universe to improve the feeling of progression and increase motivation for continued reading.

We all know reaching the end of a chapter is a natural goal when reading. In BookBites books are based on individual time required to read. To increase motivation and support progression, books are divided into palatable, time-based segments, or “bites”, which offers new and additional milestones throughout reading.

BookBites let’s readers track their own progress continually which increases engagement and incites them to take one bite more. The reading isn’t site-specific and readers don’t have to be online to enjoy their favorite books.

Through an innovative approach towards digital literature, BookBites encourages the joy of reading.
The Power of Motivation

Recommended to you

The Right Book

BookBites makes thousands of digital books easily accessible across publishers and provides targeted book recommendations for each reader.

To improve the reading experience recommendations are not only based on individual interests and similar books, but just as much on reading patterns and behaviour. By browsing through the bookshelves or searching the entire catalogue, readers always find the right books at the right time.
Take Another Bite

To increase motivation BookBites offers further divisions within the chapter. The bites are time-based segments that intelligently adapt to the individual reader. Creating these additional milestones helps the reader increase momentum, and encourages reading for longer periods.

Visually speaking, the next milestone is just within reach. Each book is presented graphically, which makes it easy to see how much of the book has been read, and how much remains.

Progression and Insights

By gathering detailed and personalized data throughout reading, BookBites inspires readers to stay motivated and helps those who need more motivation to keep reading.

Readers can always see how many minutes they have read as well as their average reading speed. The app is designed to provide each reader with unique, meaningful insight into one’s own progress.
Shared Reading Experiences

Most people find social interaction motivating. With BookBites readers can keep track of each other, read together and review and recommend books to friends and followers. BookBites makes it easy for new and experienced readers to connect through the world of books.
Next door to Mr. Wibrendt, and just below us, live Leilix and Sille with their mom, Tanja. Leilix and Sille also go to our school. Everyone in our building thinks that Tanja is pretty cool. She rides around on an old motorbike with a sidecar.

I remember the first time Dad saw it. It was newly polished and shone and glinted in the sun. "Wow, it’s a BSA," he said with tears in his eyes. "I remember, my father had a BSA like this once." "We can go for a ride," said Tanja. "Just sit there. Here we go." "Er, okay," said Dad.

Where Dad comes from, it’s not the man who is the woman and children.

Se Dad tried to make himself tiny and hide himself in the back seat. But Baba saw him anyway and he dropped all the things he had pack. Dad couldn’t be the man sitting in the sidecar either. After the trip, Tanja had been going very fast and the sidecar had rocked widely. "Er, thanks for taking care of that Tanja is pretty cool," he said. He put the ribbon around on an old motorbike with a sidecar. But Baba saw Dad was a little dizzy and very nauseous. "Tanja had been going very fast and the sidecar had rocked wildly."

Everyone in our building thinks that Tanja is pretty cool. She rides around on an old motorbike with a sidecar. But Baba saw Dad was a little dizzy and very nauseous.

Audio Books

Prefere listening? There are not only digital books, but also audio books available in BookBites.

Easy Access to Tools

With BookBites, the focus is on the quality of the reading experience. There are no disruptive elements to disturb the reader’s attention while reading, and whether reading fiction or nonfiction, assistance is right at your fingertips. Easy access to different tools makes readers stay engaged in the text and stay motivated to learn new things everyday.
Encourage The Joy of Reading

Join BookBites